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As sons of God we are to live in dual
realms, heaven and earth, and to
bring freedom to creation and
restore the whole cosmos to its
original design. That is why we need
the limitations of our mind and
consciousness removed and to
come into true sonship.
Our mind is our ability to think, to
feel, to reason and to be aware of
the world from a human perspective.
God wants us to advance beyond being just human into the eternal spirit being which
He created us to be. Through our consciousness we are aware of and respond to
our surroundings. Because our awareness is linked to past experience and beliefs it
has to be expanded if we want to go beyond where we are right now.
How does the mind work?
A part of our brain called the Hippocampus filters the things that go through it. It
stores that which it thinks is important and rejects everything else. All of us have
billions of pieces of information going into our mind every day. Some get stored in
our memory banks. That storage comes from repetition, meditation, agreement and
confession. Included in that is everything we say or believe or things other people
say to us or about us. We end up believing all those things that are not just a one off.
Our mind-sets, world views and strongholds can all be filters and veils over our mind
that obstruct and filter how we process reality. The constructs that exist within our
mind and consciousness frame our world, what we believe and how we interact with
it. We see God, the world and everything else through the lens of our own
understanding. We believe that as truth because our mind tells us so; we don’t
realise that it is a false reality.
The mind interprets everything we hear or see according to what we already believe.
But where did what we already believe come from? Did it come from personal
encounters with God Himself, who is the Truth, or did we just accept and believe
what others said or told us, what others taught us? If it did not come from God it is
second-hand knowledge. God Himself is the only reality we can truly trust.
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God is wooing us to deeper levels of intimacy with Him. He longs for us to know Him
in a more real way, getting rid of the distorted image we have of Him. We can
actually have the mind of Christ. If we agree to the process, then we will have the
restored and equipped mind of a son of God. Jesus was the Son of God and we are
called to be His brothers. We will be able to think the way God thinks and have our
mind function the way God`s mind functions.
At the beginning of last year, 2016, God called me to make some legislative
documents, laws and decrees. I did that without knowing that He would use them
first of all on me. These were His words which inspired me to make those decrees:
“The mists around the closed and clouded minds must be dissipated. The
hindrances and entanglement must be removed so that the limitations of minds that
are stuck in what has been can become free to embrace what can be so it can
become what will be.
The veils must be removed and restrictions lifted to embrace the limitless potential of
My reality. The Way, Truth and Life are to be experienced, not conceptualised and
contained. The limits over what is possible must be removed for my purpose to be
achieved. You must begin to entertain limitless grace and mercy to be able to grasp
what is the true reality beyond all expectations.”
Even though I did not fully understand everything, I made declarations and I decreed
the removal of limitations and then God used my own words to get me first. It was a
huge challenge. After that the process of deconstruction and renewal began in
earnest in my life. For a whole year I went through a process of God deconstructing
what I thought I knew.
The frameworks of our mind were constructed by following the pathway of the
knowledge of good and evil. My own mind had those frameworks as well, and God
showed me what they were. I saw this framework as a construction with nine pillars
holding it all up. It was like a grid with
cross-connected members and they were
bolted onto these pillars. God walked with
me in my mind and He started to shine His
spotlight onto the pillars showing me what
they were, naming each one.
Evangelicalism, Sola Scriptura, Greek
Thought, Hebrew Thought, Augustinianism
and Protestantism were the framework for
my religious belief systems, even though I
did not know I had them. I would have
sworn that I did not have them, but I did.
Until God confronted them; they were just in the background shaping how I saw the
world. Alongside those I had three others that formed my world views: Scientific
Rationalism, Cultural Relativism and Humanism. These nine pillars actually
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constructed how I thought. They framed and limited what I could see in my own
mind; they determined my paradigms and my whole world view.
God started to challenge those things; He basically exploded and changed the way I
viewed everything and I ended up with a “head explosion”.
Once the first pillar was removed, which was evangelicalism, the whole theological
belief system that I had begun to crumble. That was quite difficult at the time but it
was also extremely good. All the doctrines, the theological positions not reflecting
God`s love began to be exposed as lies by the light of truth.
You will have pillars in your mind too but they are different from mine. You need to
identify yours, which means you need to invite God to come and walk in your mind.
We all have a choice, we can hold on to that construction or let God deconstruct it
and replace it with something that is not a man-made DIY construct. If you allow God
to deconstruct the framework of your mind, it will be replaced with life flowing from
the tree of life and the mind of God into yours. When that happened to me I could
literally feel a new root system of truth begin to form deep in my mind. I sensed that
something was changing in the way my mind worked. From then on I could see
things from a different perspective and a different reality. Not that I didn`t want to see
it before but I just couldn`t with these constructs still in place.
Ezekiel 28:11 talks about the origin of those nine pillars. We read there about Lucifer
who was in the garden of God and had nine stones covering his body. Those nine
stones were designed to reflect God outwards because he was placed as a covering
cherub on God`s holy mountain. He walked among the firestones, which are places
of encounter to get deep revelation. Lucifer was supposed to actually shine that light
out but he fell into I, ego, and self and ended up following the wrong path and
consequently led all of us on that wrong path.
So those nine stones, which should have been a reflection, became a counterfeit
and were perverted into nine veils within our minds. That is why there are nine.
Those nine stones reflect the nine aspects of Father, Son and Spirit, three each,
which are the full representation of God. They are supposed to join with our 3 to
make 12 which is the fullness of kingdom government. God does not want to govern
and rule on his own. He wants to include us in creation and its restoration.
Each veil/pillar in our mind filters the light of God and distorts God`s image, as well
as our own image. Each one of those constructs in my own mind held up by those
nine pillars did that. They distorted the way I saw God as well as myself. I could not
see myself the way God saw me. We absolutely need to get our conscious
understanding of who we are and what is possible expanded. The limits of religion
and other things that have been put on us need to be taken off us so we can expand
into true sonship.
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Why is this deconstruction and renewal so important? In Acts 3:20 we read: …that
He may send Jesus, the Christ, appointed for you, whom heaven must receive until
the period of restoration of all things about which God spoke by the mouth of his
prophets in ancient time.
God wants to restore all things back to its original blueprint design. We, the sons of
God, will do the restoring, but it will be impossible for us if we see things the way we
have always seen them. If we are tasked with being part of that restoration as
co-heirs in the kingdom we need to get rid of the limitations that exist in our thinking
and consciousness. That is why God wants to renew our minds to come from a
completely new perspective, so we will not fix the problems with the same ‘Do It
Yourself’ methods that created them.
For example, we will not build the embassies of heaven on earth, the cities of refuge,
like they did in building the Tower of Babel, with man-made bricks and tar etc. God
wants us to go beyond what is already there into things which are not there at the
moment. We will have the ability to construct things with “organic technology”, if I can
put it that way. We will be using quantum reality, being able to call things that are not
into existence.
We as His sons have been given the responsibility of restoring all of creation. That is
why it is really important that we grow up into true sonship. God is not going to do
the job for us, He will do it with us but not for us. We are co-heirs and work with Him
so we need to come to a place where we actually see and accept our responsibility
for the whole creation, the whole cosmos.
We all can get rid of the limitations of our mind and consciousness, we can allow
God to deconstruct those pillars, and we can come to realise who we are, seeing the
limitless potential He created us with. We can be redeemed from following the wrong
path and come into our true identity of being creative sons of God, made in His
image to do the same things He does.
When we start to choose another future, see another reality, see our freedom and
our destiny from a God perspective, things will begin to change. We will realise that
our conscious thought has quantum power and that the whole universe responds to
the focus of our consciousness. Quantum observation, quantum entanglement,
quantum tunnelling, and quantum faith: all these things do exist, God made them
and we just have to start using them.
Let us be creative sons of God, not limited by our ‘Do It Yourself’ past, to create a
better future for us and for this whole created order, bringing it back into its original
design. All of creation has its eyes fixed, looking for true sons to be revealed. They
are looking at us! Everything is looking at us, waiting.
Will you be one of those sons? Will you accept this call? Will you allow God to
deconstruct and renew your mind? Will you embrace your destiny? Will you accept
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His yoke which is easy and his burden which is light and learn from Him, the Truth,
to be gentle and humble in heart?
He`s calling the sons of God to arise. Are you going to respond?

Learn more about this and how you can operate in the dual realms of heaven and
earth with our online program “Engaging God”. Sign up and get two weeks FREE at
https://freedomarc.org/freetrial/.
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